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All Shane Bowers did this summer was prepare for

the biggest year of his life

 11 By Ryan S. Clark (/author/ryan-s-clark/) Sep 9, 2019

Chris Pierce can remember working with a precocious preteen who would play hockey in the
winter while training for lacrosse in the spring only to play lacrosse in the spring while
training for the upcoming hockey season.

His pupil constantly arrived for workouts anywhere from 5:30 a.m. to 6 a.m. five days a week
before going to school. The drive still remains but the approach Shane Bowers used as a child
is a bit more refined as a 20-year-old. Bowers still wakes up early for training sessions to the
point a day off to enjoy the beautiful seaside community that is Halifax in the summer rarely
happens.
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It is not enough to know the purpose of a specific workout. Bowers has to delve into the inner
workings to further understand how and why it is benefitting him. This makes distractions
nonexistent and comprehending smaller details the only thing that matters in the grand
scheme of it all.

“He’s always been a mature player but I have found there is a gap between junior players and
pro players,” said Pierce, who is also the strength and conditioning coach for the Halifax
Mooseheads in the Quebec Major Junior Hockey League. “Shane’s level of professionalism
continues to get better. Every little detail. He’s at the gym early. He’s focused on bits and
pieces like mentoring and communicating with younger players.

“Our younger guys (who also train with Pierce) are taking the time and using the opportunity
to chat with him and learn about all those details you think of as a professional.”

There’s the word. Professional. Bowers has always strived for this moniker. He now has it but
that alone is not enough.

Shane Bowers is younger than Google, Netflix, the Sony PlayStation and the first season of
“Family Guy” and he is embarking on his first full season as a professional hockey player. It is
one thing to discuss it and another to actually act on it. Bowers did more of the latter by using
his entire summer to improve himself ahead of the Colorado Avalanche’s training camp.

And so far, there appears to be a bit of an initial return on his investment. Bowers received
first-line minutes along with scoring a goal and an assist in a 5-2 win over the Vegas Golden
Knights in the first game last Saturday in the 2019 Anaheim Rookie Faceoff tournament in
Irvine, Calif. He did this while anchoring a line featuring 2017 fourth-round pick Nick
Henry and 2019 first-round pick Martin Kaut on the flanks.

How he performs at the rookie tournament along with actual training camp will provide the
Avalanche’s front office more insight into a forward who is one of their top prospects
(https://theathletic.com/1181315/2019/09/05/2019-nhl-farm-system-rankings-no-2-
colorado-avalanche/). Bowers, a former first-round pick, is one of the many assets that later
turned into prospects (https://theathletic.com/1181362/2019/09/05/how-the-colorado-
avalanche-built-one-of-the-nhls-best-farm-systems/) who arrived in the three-team Matt
Duchene trade. He projects as a top-nine center with two-way ability who can use his skating
technique along with his speed as a way of gaining an edge on opponents.
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The keyword is: projects. All of that is based off what he did with the Waterloo Black Hawks
in the United States Hockey League and in two years at Boston University. He is aware of
where he needs to improve. Being a consistent offensive producer is one area. Adding more
size and strength, however, is the most notable talking point often raised when discussing one
of the figures (https://theathletic.com/900340/2019/04/01/no-longer-a-college-kid-avs-
prospect-shane-bowers-went-into-the-real-world-and-got-a-job/) who is part of the
Avalanche’s next wave of bright, young talents.

“I think every hockey player wants to get faster and stronger and that’s kind of been the case
for me,” Bowers said. “I’ve kind of been focusing on the strength aspect this summer. I’m
going into my first pro season and the players are bigger, stronger guys compared to what I
saw in college. I am about 190 to 193 pounds depending on the day but I am in that range.

“The big challenge is to keep that on during the season. I feel good at that weight. I think it’s
all about being comfortable with your own body.”

Pierce said Bowers lost weight during the season — which is normal — and has added eight
to 10 pounds this summer.

One of the challenges Bowers and Pierce navigated was how to increase muscle without
sacrificing speed. Pierce said it was about focusing on the quality of form and movement
during his workouts. If Bowers did a double-arm dumbbell bench press, he would get into a
glute bridge while pressing. The result was Bowers increasing his strength by 20 percent on
that particular exercise.

But it is not just about being able to lift more weight. It is adding that strength while
maintaining the proper form.

“He’s adding strength and is doing it with the quality of stabilization of that movement,”
Pierce said. “I look at how much strength you can add along with the quality of the rep. That’s
the real key that we’ve tried to work on over the years.”

Crafting that aspect of his offseason workouts, while key, is just one area where Pierce has
seen growth from Bowers over the last few months.
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There is also a need to take advantage of his surroundings. Namely, getting a chance to skate
with Pittsburgh Penguins superstar center Sidney Crosby and Avalanche superstar center
Nathan MacKinnon. Bowers has done it the last two offseasons but Pierce noticed how this
summer’s experience led to an even greater need for his longtime pupil to increase his
professionalism.

“Shane’s always been a mature player but I have found there was a gap between junior players
and pro players,” Pierce said. “His level of professionalism continues to get better. Every little
detail. He’s at the gym early. He’s focusing on bits and pieces like mentoring and
communicating with younger players at the gym who are also training. They are taking the
opportunity to chat with him and all those things are details you think of when you think
about a professional.

“He’s getting better and better at that every year. It is something that has rubbed off on him
while skating with pros like Crosby and MacKinnon. It is going to serve him well.”

A central theme of Bowers’ offseason was using a measured and structured approach while
keeping the big picture at the forefront with each decision.

Look no further than how he began the offseason. Bowers left school and signed an amateur
tryout contract with the Avalanche’s AHL affiliate, the Colorado Eagles last spring with the
plan being he would start his entry-level deal in 2019-20. Bowers played a total of eight
games between the regular season and playoffs.

Bowers also played 37 games with BU and five games with Team Canada at the U-20 World
Junior Championships. It amounted to a busy 50-game schedule. Instead of immediately
going on vacation Bowers opted to do something else.

He went back to school to work on his communications degree while also training at the same
time.

“I think it’s just the fact I just finished and I was fresh out of school, it made it kind of easy to
go back,” Bowers said. “I had a lot of my buddies there. BU said it would continue to pay for
my classes if I left school early. It seemed silly to not go back. I was able to also get some
training and spend time with my buddies who I was with the last two years.

“It was really good being able to train and take a couple classes.”
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Bowers said he has a few more mandatory courses that are specific to his major and his goal is
to chip away at them over the next few summers. The classes he took the past offseason were
electives. One of them was a sports psychology class that delved into areas such as how to
visualize a plan whenever adversity is presented.

“His mother and I are super pleased that he decided to try and finish his degree and I say that
because he is not going to do it all over one year,” said Bowers’ father, Scott. “He was able to
do it in the spring after things ended in Colorado and go back to Boston and take some
courses. It allowed him to both skate and train while also working toward finishing his degree.
We were super happy with that decision.”

Scott said there was a family conversation about trying to do both. There was an
understanding that turning pro meant Shane had to focus on hockey. But, at the same time, it
made little sense to ignore an asset of getting a college degree, which will continue to serve
him well after his hockey career is over.

“We felt like if you can fit it in and it works with your hockey schedule, why not include
trying to go to school?” Scott said. “Might take an extra couple years because of where you are
at in life but it’s worth the effort. When the Eagles’ season ended he said, ‘It works for me to
go still go here, take classes, skate and it worked. I am going to do it and still work toward
both my goals of being a pro hockey player who can someday get to the NHL and get a
degree from a school I attended for two years.’”

It is not like Lore and Scott Bowers have not seen their son have some fun this summer.
Shane has made the most of golf outings with his friends while enjoying time at their family
cabin. They have also noticed the other decisions he has made that further reflect how the last
few months are unlike any other in his life.

Practically every decision relates back to hockey. He’s eating well because of it. He’s getting in
the necessary rest for those reasons as well. Scott said his son has always made the right
choices, it’s just that he is making more of them.

“It’s things like ‘I’m not going to have the bread’ or ‘I am not going to have those empty
calories,’” Scott said. “There is a little bit more consciousness of what he should be eating.
Maybe he will have the kale instead of eating the iceberg lettuce with the salad or he will pass
on having rice and focus on something else instead.
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“With Shane, it was never like, ‘Put down the Big Mac and eat a salad.’ He’s always made
great choices to eat cleaner. It’s just that now he is making better, more informed decisions
and informed choices and taking the advice of a nutritionist.”

Bowers has the mentality, as does every young player, of doing what he can to make an NHL
roster. The Avalanche’s situation at center is arguably the strongest collection of talent down
the middle (https://theathletic.com/1059989/2019/07/03/what-the-avalanche-could-look-
like-when-they-hit-the-ice-in-2019-20/) it has fielded in several years. MacKinnon is going
to anchor the top line followed by veteran Nazem Kadri, who will take over the second line
after coming over in a trade with the Toronto Maple Leafs. J.T. Compher is expected to fill
the third-line role vacated by Carl Soderberg while free-agent signing Pierre-Edouard
Bellemare will center and provide consistency to a fourth unit that shuffled through nearly 40
combinations a year ago.

Colorado’s depth means prospect Vladislav Kamenev, whose career has been derailed by
consecutive season-ending injuries, will be the fifth option down the middle. Those options
mean Bowers — barring something unforeseen — is going to exit camp playing in a top-six
role with the Eagles.

The idea is Bowers can spend the upcoming season in the AHL developing and winning
under Greg Cronin (https://theathletic.com/1132648/2019/08/13/win-or-develop-the-
avalanches-ahl-plan-for-the-colorado-eagles-is-to-do-both/) within the blueprint
of becoming a future contributor for a team that is expected to become long-term Stanley
Cup contenders within the next few years.

“I just want to go into camp and go in with the best shape and an open mindset while being
willing to learn and do the right things while putting my best foot forward and see where that
takes me,” Bowers said. “Whatever the outcome is, I am going to work hard and that’s the
mindset I am going with to crack that big squad and continue to work at it regardless of what
happens.

“It’s just my mindset and it has been that way all summer.”

(Photo of Shane Bowers, right, for Boston University in February: Matthew J. Lee / The Boston
Globe via Getty Images)
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What did you think of this story?

MEH SOLID AWESOME

Ryan Clark joined The Athletic in 2018 as a staff writer to cover the Colorado Avalanche. He previously covered the

Washington Huskies for the Tacoma News Tribune. He's also worked for the South Florida Sun Sentinel. Follow Ryan S. on

Twitter @ryan_s_clark (https://twitter.com/ryan_s_clark).
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Kyle D. Sep 9, 7:06pm

Great read Ryan! It’s interesting Bowers was on their draft board and they end up with him anyway.
What’s the word on how they feel he’ll project? Does he have a realistic shot at top 6 or more bottom 6
role?

Ryan S. Clark STAFF Sep 9, 7:19pm

Hey Kyle. Thank you so much for the compliment and for reading as well.

For now, it appears the belief could be as a middle-six center somewhere between the second and
third lines with more toward the latter. Shane Bowers' speed and increasing size could see him turn
into a third-line center similar to that of Carl Soderberg. 

The work he needs to become a more consistent offensive player lends itself to a third-line role
more than a second-line spot compared to that of Alex Newhook. He was a 0.68 ppg player at BU
and was 0.72 in the USHL. If that is a mark he can hit in the AHL and it can translate at the NHL,
then, maybe he becomes a second-line center because that would put him in the 58-point mark. 

@Kyle D. 
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5

Hope that helps!

-Ryan

2

Mikaël C. Sep 9, 9:35pm

My main concern with Bowers is his position. I doubt they're will be an opening in the top 9 for a new C
for at least 3 years. Although we never know what happens with Seattle. Has Bowers played any wing
before?

Hope to be reading more great stories on the upcoming rookies soon!

3

Ryan S. Clark STAFF Sep 9, 9:53pm

Hey Mikael. You raise an interesting discussion point about where Bowers fits in going
forward. Let's start with what you said about the expansion draft. Here is a look at the players the
Avalanche could protect if they opt to go seven forwards, three defensemen and a goaltender:

FWD: Andre Burakovsky, J.T. Compher, Tyson Jost, Nazem Kadri, Nathan MacKinnon, Gabriel Lan-
deskog and Mikko Rantanen. 

If those are the forwards, it leaves Compher, Jost, Kadri and MacKinnon as the natural centers.
There is a chance Jost could be a full-time wing by then or maybe something happens with a
prospect that prompts a change at center beyond MacKinnon. 

Bowers could be slotted as a winger or they could push Compher to the flank if it is deemed Bowers
is a better fit down the middle. Cannot definitively say if Bowers has ever played on the wing with
great exposure but he is smart enough to figure out the nuances if it that what was best for the
team going forward. 

The wild part in all of this is the organizational depth at center right now. It's MacKinnon, Kadri,
Compher, Pierre-Edouard Bellemare and Vladislav Kamenev. Bowers, Brandon Saigeon, Igor Shvyrov,
among others, at the AHL level. Then there are prospects like Alex Newhook and Matthew Stien-
burg to consider as well. 

It's options across all levels. Some will work out. Others will not. Either way, the Avalanche have rein-
forced the position for now and in the future.

@Mikaël C. 
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1

Mikaël C. Sep 9, 10:41pm

Definitely, Bellemare won't be in the long term plans but I like his addition for the next couple sea-
sons, and then the 4C slot will be open, but I'm hoping Bowers is more than that. Hopefully he gets
some looks on the wing and can develop into a 3rd line shut down winger with some offense with
Compher at C. 

And 3 years down the line Newhook might be ready for 2C role, leaving Kadri up in the air. The way
they handle Kadri wil be very important for the future, can't have him walk like Statsny on his con-
tract year, and depending on the fit, likely won't want to see him in another sweater once his current
contact is up.

Depth at C is a great problem to have though!

1

Sean P. Sep 9, 10:04pm

Very excited to watch Shane play with the Eagles. I think him and Kaut will shine.

3

Ryan S. Clark STAFF Sep 9, 10:18pm

Hey Sean. Seeing how Bowers and Martin Kaut will perform together should be one of the
items Avalanche fans should follow as it relates to development.

Kaut has increased his weight by 10-to-15 pounds. People who saw him during that 5-2 win in the
prospect tournament remarked how strong he looked. The thought is Kaut could be a mid-season
call-up if he continues to progress at his current rate. 

Pairing Kaut with Bowers allows him to play with another skater who possesses pace in their game.
In turn, Kaut could provide Bowers a winger works in corners and also displays the two-way profile
they both have in common. 

Add Logan O'Connor to that mix and you have a line that, while young, offers quite a few options for
Greg Cronin to explore.

Sean P. Sep 9, 10:20pm

This is such good news. I'm a big Kaut fan, but always felt he was a bit soft on the puck. We always
t h f th B d D k d h l th l t th i I h i ll hi h d

@Sean P. 
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watch warm ups from the Bud Deck and hes always the last one on the ice. Im hoping all his hard
work pays off. Great story man!

2

Ryan S. Clark STAFF Sep 9, 10:24pm

This season is going to tell the Avalanche so much about Kaut. Part of why he may have
been soft on those pucks could have something to do with his actual physical state. 

He was already trying to add muscle to compete in the AHL as a 19-year-old. There was also the
time he needed to physically recover from heaving a heart procedure. Granted, he did play a whole
season and even was a significant piece in the Czech Republic's run at the WJC. 

But now that he is healthy, a year removed from a serious surgery while having more experience and
weight, Kaut is setting up to have a potentially strong season that could grab quite a bit of attention.

1

Sean P. Sep 9, 11:51pm

I can't wait. I might rock a Kaut jersey this year;)

1

Benoit G. Sep 10, 1:50am

Always nice article (Kaut is 2018 pick and not ‘19) Bowers have so much potential it s so nice is with
Avs now ....another Duchene Piece 

@Sean P. 
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